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Abstract 
This paper considers the computer vision problem of testing whether two equal cardinality 
point sets A and B in the plane are &-congruent. We say that A and B are E-congruent if there 
exists an isometry I and bijection 1: A + B such that dist(l(a), /(a)) < E, for all a E A. Since 
known methods for this problem are expensive, we develop approximate decision algorithms 
that are considerably faster than the known decision algorithms, and have bounds on their 
imprecision. Our approach reduces the problem to that of computing maximum flows on 
a series of graphs with integral capacities. 
Key words: Computational geometry; Point matching; Computer vision; Approximate deci- 
sion algorithms; Network flows 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we address the following question: given two (equal cardinality) sets of 
points in the plane, how do we determine whether they are approximately congruent? 
The practical motivation behind our study comes from computer vision, where an 
observed image is compared to a hypothesized model. Since the given problem 
appears to be difficult, we turn our attention to approximate algorithms with perfor- 
mance guarantees. Eventually, we reduce the problem to that of computing a max- 
imum flow on each of a series of (s, t)-graphs. We apply known solution techniques, 
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and a new idea of Feder and Motwani [8] for speeding-up graph algorithms, which is 
well suited for our max-flow problems. 
In pattern recognition, one often wishes to determine how well an observed image 
matches a model image. For us, the model and the observed image will be planar point 
sets A and B of equal cardinality. In order to make A match B as closely as possible, 
we perform an isometry on A, and then pair each point of A with one of B such that 
the points of each pair lie close to each other. An isometry is an affine mapping in the 
plane that preserves distances, and is composed of a translation, rotation, and 
possibly a reflection. Any isometry can be represented as 
Z(x) = MJx + t, 
where 
M= 
cos cp sin 40 
- sin cp cos ($9 
for some cPECO,24, JE{(~ !f),( -i y)), 
and t E R*. Along with an isometry I, we must designate a bijection 1: A + B. 
A natural measure of our attempt to match the observed image A with the model 
image B is the maximum distance between any pair (Z(a), I(a)), a E A. Because of errors 
in measurement, it is unrealistic to expect an observed image to match exactly the 
model from which it came, so we will be interested in matchings that lead to 
approximate congruence. We say that A and B are congruent with tolerance F, or 
&-congruent, if there exist an isometry I and a bijection 1: A + B such that 
dist(l(a), l(a)) d E, for all a E A, where dist(. , .) is the distance function for our chosen 
metric. We are interested in approximate congruence under the L2 metric, with 
various restrictions on the isometry, such as the translation-only and rotation-only 
cases. The decision problem asks whether two point sets are s-congruent for a given 
value E, under a given metric and with a given restriction on the isometry. A decision 
algorithm for a particular metric and isometry class solves the decision problem; that 
is, given two point sets and a value E, it correctly determines whether or not the two 
sets are s-congruent. 
Several researchers have studied approximate congruence, notably Baird [S] and 
Alt, et al. [2]. The distinguishing feature of their decision algorithms is the high 
run-time: no algorithm is known for the case of the isometry restricted to a translation 
with o(n6) run-time, and for the case of unrestricted isometry, the best known bound is 
0(n8) (this bound is tight for the algorithm of [2], as an example in this paper shows). 
For models with a large number of points, such performance may be unacceptable. 
Faced with a problem whose solution seems to be too expensive, we look for a useful 
solution-we trade some of the exactness for improvements in run-time, and obtain 
fast algorithms that come with a performance bound. We develop approximate 
decision algorithms for approximate congruence. 
For a specified metric and isometry class, let ,+(A, B) denote the minimum value of 
E such that A and B are a-congruent. Occasionally, we will designate the isometry class 
implied by this notation by writing &&(A, B), &$(A,@, &&(A, B) and &!+(A, B), 
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respectively, for the cases of translation, rotation about a point d, rigid motion and 
general isometry. Intuitively, we would believe that it is more difficult for a decision 
algorithm to test for s-congruence if E is close to c,rl(A, B). We would be willing to 
accept a decision algorithm that correctly answers queries for values of E not near 
~~~~(4, B) but sometimes chooses not to answer when E is near sopl(A, B), if that 
algorithm provides substantial time savings over those decision algorithms which 
always return a correct answer. We call decision algorithms which always return 
a correct answer complete decision algorithms, while an algorithm which either returns 
a correct answer or chooses not to answer we call an approximate decision algorithm. 
An approximate decision algorithm is called (a,B)-approximate [21], if, for any 
E$[E,~,(A, B) - CC, ~~~~(4, B) + p], it correctly answers a query, and for s E [a,&t, B) 
- CI, &,_,,(A, B) + p], it either answers correctly or chooses not to answer. We call 
[E,~,(A, B) - LX, E,~,(A, B) + /3] the indecision interual. When we say that we have an 
“(LX, /I)-approximate algorithm for testing approximate congruence”, we use the word 
“approximate” twice, but with two different meanings, The latter instance refers to the 
fact that we are trying to put the points of one set within the s-balls of the other; the 
former refers to the indecision interval. An (~1, /I)-approximate algorithm has the 
desirable property that it will not return an incorrect answer; if it is not sure, it will 
simply say that it does not know the answer. 
We present algorithms for three different classes of isometries-translation, rota- 
tion with fixed center, and general isometry. While we will assume that all distances in 
the paper represent the Euclidean metric, our algorithms apply equally well to any L, 
metric. We use an additional input parameter y d E to bound the indecision interval. 
For &-congruence by translation we present a (y, y)-approximate algorithm for testing 
c-congruence that runs in time O(n’.‘(~/y)~). For the case of a rotation with a fixed 
center we present a (y,y)-approximate algorithm with running time O(FZ~.‘(E/Y)~). 
Finally, we show that any (y, y)-approximate algorithm for rotation with a fixed center 
can be converted to a (y,y)-approximate algorithm for general isometry with an 
additional factor of (~/y)~ appearing in the time bound, giving an algorithm for general 
isometry with time complexity 0(n2,5(a/y)‘). For the general case we have a speed-up 
of R(Pz~,~) if y = E/C for some constant c 2 1. Our algorithms can be slightly modified 
such that functions of n in the time bound can be replaced by functions of Sly 
where 6 = max{diam(A), diam(B)). For example, we get a (y,y)-approximate algo- 
rithm for the translation case with running time O(n + (S/y)4(~/y)4 log (6/y)). These 
alternate time bounds imply that these algorithms are especially efficient on dense 
data. 
It is possible to remove the indecision from our approximate decision algorithms, 
and obtain complete decision algorithms whose time-complexity is dependent on the 
difficulty of the problem instance. Specifically, if we think of K, = (cop,(A, B) - E 1 as 
the “difficulty parameter”, then each of our approximate decision algorithms can be 
transformed into a complete decision algorithm, with K, replacing y in the time 
bound. For example, this gives a complete decision algorithm for testing s-congruence 
under translation with time bound 0(n1.5(~/K,)4). 
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As mentioned earlier, the best known algorithm for approximate congruence has 
running time @(n8) [a]. For approximate congruence enabled by translations, several 
0(n6) algorithms are known [2, 11, 161. Approximate congruence enabled by a rota- 
tion with a given center can be decided in time O(n4) [16,21], and approximate 
congruence enabled by a reflection in time 0(n6) [16]. An algorithm in [2] solves in 
time 0(n6 log n) the a-congruence optimization problem under translation, which asks 
us to compute &(A, B). &$(A, B) and E&&I, B) can be computed in time O(n4 log n) 
and O(n* log n), respectively [21]. A special case of the &-convergence problem is that 
of given correspondence, where the bijection 1 is given; this problem is studied in 
[2,15,16]. In [4] and [25], algorithms are given that generalize the approach of [2] 
by considering sets A and B of unequal cardinality, and by allowing “noise regions” 
which are not based on a metric. Specifically, [4] allows the “noise regions” to be 
arbitrary nonconvex polygons. In [3], algorithms are given for the decision problem 
for various classes of “noise regions” under isometry and similarity (an isometry plus 
a change of scale), but with the assumption that the “noise regions” around point set 
B are pairwise-disjoint. In [3], [4], and [25], combinatorial upper and lower bounds 
are given on the number of distinct bijections that can satisfy the decision problem. 
A problem related to &-congruence is that of finding a translation that minimizes the 
Hausdorff distance between two point sets; this problem is studied in [7, 12, 13, 141. 
Approximate decision algorithms have been studied by Schirra [22], who gives 
(y, y)-approximate algorithms that test for a-congruence under translation in 
0(n2.s(~/y)2) time and under general isometry in 0(n4(e/y)‘) time, and by Heffernan 
[ll], who gives an 0(n3(&/y)6) time translation algorithm. Behrends [6] considers 
approximate decision algorithms for pairwise disjoint E-balls. We compare these 
results with our new results in Table 1. 
Table 1 
Known results and new results for s-congruence without given correspondence of point sets of 
cardinality n; for the results in the second and third column of the table it is assumed that the 
minimum distance between points in B is at least E. The approximate decision algorithms in the 
last three columns are (y, y)-approximate algorithms, where y is E divided by some constant 
Decision algorithms for approximate point set congruence without given correspondence 
known results new results 
complete decision algorithms approximate decision algorithms 
( disjoint s-balls T 
translations OW) 
[2,tL 161 
rotations W”) 
[16,21,22] 
isometries @(?P) 
PI 
O(n log n) 
PI 
ON’) 
c31 
O(n4 log n) 
c31 
O(n2 log n) 
C61 
O(rP) 
f&221 
1 o(n”) IX 221 
O(P) 
O(n=) 
O(n’.‘) 
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 serves as an introduc- 
tion to the tools used to construct approximate decision algorithms. In Section 3-5 we 
describe our algorithms for the translation, rotation, and general isometry cases. In 
Section 6 we give an example that motivates the development of approximate decision 
algorithms. For the decision algorithm for s-congruence under general isometry of 
[2], we show that the worst-case time bound of 0(n8) is tight. Section 7 is the 
conclusion. 
2. Basics 
Before we describe our approximate decision algorithms, we shall first discuss some 
of the ideas behind them. Most of the decision algorithms for approximate congru- 
ence without correspondence use the same scheme. They (1) compute a finite set 
of candidates for the isometry in demand, and (2) ask whether any of these candi- 
date isometries enables approximate congruence for the planar point sets 
A = {L2i,U2,..., a,} and B = {bl,b2, . . . , b,} with tolerance E. Testing whether A and 
B are s-congruent by an isometry Z is reduced to a bipartite matching problem: two 
points a E A and b E B may be matched if Z(a) and b lie within distance E of each other. 
Formally we say that isometry I enables s-congruence for A and B if and only if the 
network G(Z,&,A,B)=({s,t} u U u V, E,c) has a max-flow of size n. Here, 
u = {Ui,..., un} represents the points in A, V = {oi, . . . , v,} represents the points in B, 
E = {(s, L+) 11 d i < TZ} U { (Vj, t) 11 < j < H} u {(Ui, Uj) 1 dist(Z(u,), bj) < E}, 
and c(e) = 1 for all e E E. 
Several approaches can be used to construct the set of candidate isometries. Some 
algorithms (e.g. [2 ,il, 211) construct candidates that generate all possible graphs 
G(Z, E, A, B) for the given A, B, and E; such algorithms are complete decision algo- 
rithms, which always return an answer. Other algorithms (e.g. [21, 221) discretize the 
set of isometries so that every isometry differs only slightly from some candidate. Such 
an approach does not necessarily generate all possible graphs G(Z, E, A, B) and 
therefore yields an approximate decision algorithm; however, since every isometry 
closely resembles a candidate, the amount of imprecision is bounded. 
Our algorithms use the second method described, that of discretizing the set of 
isometries. However, we also employ a technique, introduced in [ 111, of performing 
a “structured perturbation” of the point sets A and B in order to impose degenerate 
structure. We superimpose an orthogonal grid of width 1 onto the plane, and call the 
intersection point of two lines of the grid a grid point. We then move each point of 
A and B to its nearest grid point, as illustrated in Fig. 1. We let A# = {ul#, .. . , a,“} and 
B# = {bf, . . . , bz } represent the multisets that are obtained by the structured per- 
turbation of A and B, while A” = (~7, . . . , ui} and B” = {b”, , . . . ,bO,) represent the sets 
of distinct points in A # and B#. The relevant observation is that any point of the 
plane is within distance E of only O((E/~)~) points of A” and B”. 
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Fig. 1. Moving points to grid points. 
Our algorithms proceed to test for E-congruence of A and B by testing A# and B# 
under each of the candidates. A result of the structured perturbation, of course, is that 
information returned on A# and B# only approximates the truth about A and B; 
however, because the amount of perturbation is small, we can bound the imprecision. 
There are two sources of imprecision in our algorithms, one being the perturbation of 
A and B and the other discretization of the isometries. We have noted that in both 
cases the imprecision is bounded, which implies that the total is bounded also. 
We establish efficient run-times for our algorithms by exploiting the properties of 
the candidate isometries and the degenerate structure of the perturbed point sets. We 
obtain our strongest results by a modification of the compression graph method of [8] 
to solve the max-flow problems. The compression graph method locates bipartite 
cliques in a graph and replaces them with simpler structures. The structure of A# and 
B# ensures that bipartite cliques in the graph G(Z, E, A#, B#) can be found easily, and 
we use this fact to efficiently replace G(Z, E, A#, B#) with a compression graph 
G,#,,,(I, a, A # , B# ). We combine the threefold advantages of discretizing candidate 
isometries, structurally perturbing point set input, and employing compression graphs 
to obtain algorithms that significantly out-perform previous methods. 
3. Translation 
In this section we describe our algorithm for the translation case. First we state an 
important lemma. 
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Lemma 1 ([22]). Let cA denote the centroid of point set A and cs denote the centroid of 
point set B. Let I be an isometry. If I enables e-congruence for A and B then 
dist(Z(c,), cs) d E. 
As stated above, our algorithms superimpose onto the plane an orthogonal grid of 
width ;1, and perform a structured perturbation on A and B to obtain the multisets A# 
and B# and the sets of distinct points A“ and B”. We choose 2 = fiy/5. We define 
TX, as the translation that maps point x to point y. Since each point of the plane is 
within distance y/5 of a grid point, we have: 
Lemma 2. Zf A and B are n-congruent by a translation then there is a grid point g with 
dist(g, cg) < p + y/5 such that TCAs enables approximate congruence with tolerance 
p + y/5 for A and B. 
As each point is perturbed by a distance of at most y/5, we have the following. 
Lemma 3. If A and B are p-congruent by a translation then A’ and B# are approxim- 
ately congruent with tolerance p + 2y/5 by that translation. 
Combining Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 we get the following lemma. 
Lemma 4. If A and B are p-congruent by a translation then there is a grid point g with 
dist(g, ce) G p + y/5 such that TCAy enables approximate congruence with tolerance 
p + 3y/5 for A# and B#. 
Hence we can conclude that A and B are not s-congruent if for all grid points g with 
dist(g,cB) < E + y/5, the translation Trls does not enable approximate congruence 
with tolerance E + 3y/5 for A# and B# . On the other hand we have the following. 
Lemma 5. Zf A# and B# are approximately congruent with tolerance p by TCAs for some 
grid point g then A and B are approximately congruent with tolerance ~1 + 2~15 by that 
translation. 
Lemmas 4 and 5 form the basis of a (y, y)-approximate algorithm, which is given in 
Table 2. By Lemma 5, the point sets A and B are approximately congruent with 
tolerance E by a translation if A# and B# are approximately congruent with tolerance 
E - 2y/5 by TCAs for some g; thus, any YES answer is correct. Lemma 4 states that if 
there is no grid point g among those considered such that T,,, enables congruence 
with tolerance E + 3~15, then A and B are not a-congruent; thus, a NO answer must be 
correct. We see that if the algorithm in Table 2 gives an answer, then that answer is 
correct, 
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Table 2 
(y, y)-Approximate algorithm for s-congruence by translations 
1 Compute A# and BX from A and B, 
2 V = { TrAg Jdist(g, ca) < E + y/5 and g is grid point}; 
3 possible = false; 
4 for all I E V 
5 do if I leads to (E - 2y/5)-congruence of AX and B# 
6 then return YES fi; 
I if I leads to (E + 3y/5)-congruence of A# and B# 
8 then possible = true fi od; 
9 if possible 
10 then return DO NOT KNOW 
11 else return NO fi. 
Lemma 6. The algorithm in Table 2 is a (y, y)-approximate algorithm for approximate 
congruence with tolerance E enabled by a translation. 
Proof. We argued above that if the algorithm returns an answer, then that answer is 
correct. We must show that the algorithm returns an answer for any E outside of the 
indecision interval. Let E < &&,,(A, B) - y. Then A and B are not approximately 
congruent with tolerance E + y. Hence there is no grid point g such that TCAg enables 
approximate congruence with tolerance E + 3y/5 for A# and B#, because this would 
imply that A and B are approximately congruent with tolerance E + 3y/5 + 2y/5 by 
Lemma 5. Now let E 3 ~;fp~(A, B) + y. Then A and B are approximately congruent 
with tolerance E - y. By Lemma 4 there is a grid point g such that A# and B# are 
approximately congruent with tolerance E - y + 3y/5 = E - 2y/5 enabled by 
T 0 C.457. 
It remains to discuss how to test whether T,“, enables ,u-congruence for A# and B#. 
As we said earlier, we will use a max-flow algorithm to test for congruence. To 
represent graph networks, we will use the notation (V, E, c), where I’ and E are the 
vertex and edge sets, respectively, and c: E + N gives the edge capacities. Consider 
the network 
U’,“,, PL,A#, B#) = ({s, t} u U u I’, E, c) 
whereU={u,,..., u,} represents the points in A# and V = {ul, . . . , o,} represents the 
points in B#, 
E= {(s,Ui)ll d i6 a> u {(Uj,t)ll <jr n} u {(Ui,Uj))dist(Tcl, (a#), b,“)Q II}, 
and 
c(e) = 1 for every e E E. 
If G(TCAS, p, A’, B#) has a max-flow of size n, then TCAs enables p-convergence for A# 
and B#. However, in the worst case the number of edges in the graph can be O(n’). 
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Using standard techniques [19,26] this gives a 0(n2,5) worst-case time-bound for 
each test. 
Recently Feder and Motwani [S] presented a method for speeding-up graph 
algorithms. They search for complete bipartite subgraphs and substitute simpler 
structures for them. The resulting graphs are called compressed. With their technique 
a max-flow for graph G(TCAS, p, A#, B# ) can be computed in time 0(n2.‘/logn). 
The special structure of A# and B# actually allows us to enjoy even greater savings 
with the compression graph. Let Ui = {ni 1 Ui is moved onto uz} c U, k = 1, . . . , h, 
and I’; = {vj 1 bj is moved onto by} c V, 1 = 1, . . . ,m. If TC1, moves grid point ai into 
the ,u-neighborhood of by, this generates a complete bipartite subgraph with node sets 
Vi and VP. For every such bipartite clique, we remove the edges in Ui x VP, add 
a new node W, and add edges {(Ui, w)l Ui E Ui} and {(w, Uj)l Uj E VP} with capacity 
1 each. Thereby we replace 1 Ui I I VP 1 old edges by I Ui) + 1 VP I new edges. We obtain 
the network 
G c#omp(Clg,PL,‘CB#)= ({SJ} u uu vu w,Kc) 
where U = {ul,...,u,) and V = {ul, . . ..q.] represent the points of A# and B#, 
respectively, 
represents complete bipartite subgraphs in G(TCAg, p, A#, B#), 
E = {(s, u~)I 1 < i < ?I} U ((Uj, t)l I. d j < I?-} U ((Ui, w~,~)\u# = UE, WF,, E W} 
U { (wF,l' uj)I bj# = by, WF,l E W}, 
and c(e) = 1 for all e E E. A max-flow in Gc#omp(TcAg, v, A#, B#) corresponds 
to a max-flow in G(T,“,, p, A#, B#). With Dinic’s algorithm a max-flow in 
Gc#omp(TCAg, ,u, A#, B#) can be computed in O(G) ph ases, each in time proportional 
to the new number of edges. (The reason is that Dinic’s algorithm takes 
O(,/number of nodes) phases in a simple 0-l network. A node is called simple, if it 
has indegree 1 or outdegree 1, and a network is called simple, if all nodes are 
simple. Note that the nodes in W are not simple in the compression of a graph. 
Analogously to the proof on the number of phases of Dinic’s algorithm for simple 
O-l networks in [19, p. Xl] it can be shown that Dinic’s algorithm takes 
0( number of simple nodes) phases in a O-l network, if no edge connects two 
non-simple nodes.) 
The p-neighborhood of any point contains O(&/Y)~) grid points. Hence each point 
of A# u B# contributes to 0((~/y)~) bipartite cliques. Hence the number of edges in 
network Gc#omp(TcAg, P, A#, B#) is O(n(~ly)~). Thus Dinic’s algorithm takes 
O($. n(~/y)~) time. 
For the construction of Gc#omp(TcAs, p, A#, B#) we use range searching. For a set of 
n points a data structure of size O(n) can be built in O(n log n) time for fixed radius 
disk queries, such that each query has time complexity O(log n + k), where k is the size 
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of the output [17]. For each point a” in A” we ask for the points of B” contained in the 
disks with center T&a”) and with radii 1-1 = E - 2y/5 and p = E + 3~15. We have 
output size k = O((p/ly)‘) for each query. Summing over all queries gives run-time 
O(n(logn + (P/Y)*)). 
If space is not important, we could alternatively use standard range searched [20] 
with squares of side length 2~ containing the query disks and test each reported point 
for inclusion in the query disk. This approach has the same time bounds for the two 
dimensional queries considered here, but space complexity O(n log n). However, it can 
be used in higher dimensions, too. For queries in Rd, preprocessing time is 
O(n(logn)d-‘), query time O((logn)d-’ + k), and space complexity O((n(log n)d-‘) 
r201. 
Theorem 1. The algorithm in Table 2 has running time 0(n’~5(e/y)4). 
Proof. A# and B# can be constructed in O(n) time, and there are O((s/y)*) grid points 
g for which TCAs is tested. Each network G&,( Tcrg, p, A#, B#) can be constructed 
in time O(nlog n + n(&/y)*) and a max-flow can be computed in time 
O(A n(slY)*). 0 
We now give an alternative for testing whether TCA, enables p-congruence. We 
denote the number of points in A moved onto a; by nf and the number of points in 
B moved to b; by n?. We consider the following network 
G”(T,~,,P,A”,B”) = ({s, t> u {u~,..A> u {vi ,...A}, E’,c) 
where {ui , . . . , uh} represents the points in A” and {ul, . . . , u,} represents the points 
in B”, 
E” = {(s,ui)I 1 d i < h} u {(vj,t)\ 1 d j < m> u {(Ui,Uj)Idist(T,~~(ap), by) < P}, 
and 
C(S, Ui) = n?, C(Uj, t) = ny, C(Ui, Vj) = Co. 
We claim that it suffices to compute a max-flow on G”( TClg, p, A”, B”). 
Lemma 7. GO(TCAS, p, A”, B”) has aflow of capacity n iff the multisets A# and B# are 
p-congruent by TC1,. 
Proof. It is easy to see that a labeling implies a flow of capacity n. For the converse, 
consider the well-known fact that there exists an integral max-flow solution if all edge 
capacities are integral [ 19,261. Hence if there is a max-flow with capacity n, then there 
is a max-flow of capacity n with integer flow on each edge. Now it is easy to derive 
a labeling 1: A# + B# from such a flow. Consider the edges one by one. If the 
max-flow pushesfunits over edge (Ui, uj) then 1 mapsf of the unused copies of a: to 
f unused copies of by. Then these copies are marked as used and the next edge is 
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considered. The capacities in the network guarantee that the number of unused copies 
is always sufficient. 0 
It remains to establish the time-complexity of computing a max-flow on a graph G” 
generated by the algorithm. There is a wealth of literature on the max-flow problem 
(for an overview, see [l, 9, 10,261) with numerous algorithms whose complexities 
depend principally on N and M, the number of nodes and edges, respectively, of G”. 
We will establish bounds on N and M, and state the complexities that we can obtain 
with max-flow algorithms. Again we use the fact that the s-ball around a point of A” 
or B” contains only O((s/y)‘) grid points, so a node of G” can be incident to only this 
many edges. If we use the trivial bound of 2n for N, then M = O(n(c/y)‘). An alternate 
bound on N arises by considering the diameters of A and B. If 6 = max{diam(A), 
diam(B)}, then there can be only 0((6/y)‘) points of A” and B”, giving that N has this 
bound, and M = 0((6/y)’ (E/Y)‘). 
The method of Sleator and Tarjan [23,24] computes max-flows in time 
O(NM log N), which yields 0((S/y)4(~/y)210g (6/y)). The graph G” can be built from 
A” and B” in O((~/Y)~ (E,+)~) time, since this is the number of potential edges that must 
be checked; therefore the time to build a graph is dominated by the time to find its 
max-flow. Since A” and B” can be constructed from A and B in time O(n + (S/y)*) (by 
a type of bucket-sort), we obtain a bound of O(n + (S/y)’ (~/y)~ log (6/y)), which is 
better than the one given earlier when y1 = Q((6/y)8’3(log(6/y))2’3). We summarize 
these in Table 3. 
The max-flow methods mentioned here compute an integral maximum flow, if the 
input graph has integral capacities. If a max-flow of size H is computed, it is, therefore, 
an integral flow, and corresponds to a matching of the point sets A and B. This implies 
that we solve something more than the decision problem: if we determine that the 
point sets are s-congruent, we actually return a bijection 1 and a translation T that 
enable s-congruence. 
We mention here that our results for the translation case extend easily to higher 
dimensions. We showed in this section that a (y, y)-approximate algorithm can be 
obtained by considering a set of points representing candidate translations, such that 
no point within distance E of cs is more than distance y/5 from a candidate point. If we 
cover Rd with orthogonal grid points at width 1, then no point of Rd is more than 
distance J&/2 from a grid point. By setting $212 = y/5, we see that we should 
choose 2 = 2y/(5$) (note that for d = 2, this gives the value 1 = 2y/(5$) used in 
Table 3 
Time-bounds for the (y, y)-approximate algorithms under translation 
graph total time range 
G&W o(?P(E/yy) n = o(@lYP3m @/Y)Y) 
G” w + @lY)4(~/Y)4 l%@/Y)) n = ~(@hP(~og WY)Y) 
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this section). By Lemma 2, we need only consider translations that map cA to a grid 
point within distance E + y/5 of cg. There are 0( (s/n)“) such points, which for cl = 0( 1) 
gives : 
Theorem 2. The algorithm in Table 2 is a (y, y)-approximate algorithm for &-congruence 
under translation for point sets in R ‘. The algorithm runs in time O(n1.5(e/y)2d) resp. 
O(n + (V~)~“(sly)~” log V/Y)). 
4. Fixed center rotations 
Approximate decision algorithms for rotation differ from those for translation in 
only one respect: the method of computing candidate isometries. This difference is 
a consequence of the contrasting natures of the two types of isometries. Again we 
superimpose an orthogonal grid with separation A = $y/5 onto the plane and move 
each point in A and B to its nearest grid point to form the multisets A# and B#, and 
the sets of distinct points A” and II“. We let aKr be the point in A” farthest from the 
fixed rotation center d and Ofar be the circle of radius dist(d, a&,) and center d. (cf. 
Fig. 2). We partition Ofar into arcs of length roughly 2y/5. We let P be the set of 
endpoints of these arcs and P” = {p E P; 3b” E I?” with dist(p, b”) d E + 3y/5}. For 
each point o E Ofar dist(o, b”) < E + 2y/5 for some b” E B” there is a point p E P” with 
dist(o, p) d y/5. 
The set of candidate rotations consists of those rotations around d which map 
a&, onto a point in P”. All other rotations can be ignored, because they fail to map 
a&, close (i.e. within distance E + 3y/5) of any point of B”. For a point p E Ofar let 
Ofar 
Fig. 2. Ofar. 
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R ah,p be the rotation with center d, which maps aFa, onto p. Because each point of 
A and B is perturbed at most y/5 in the formation of A# and B#, we have the 
following. 
Lemma 8. Zf A# and B# are approximately congruent with tolerance E by RaF8,p for some 
point p E P”, then A and B are approximately congruent with tolerance E + 2y/5 by that 
rotation. 
If A and B are e-congruent under a certain rotation R, then A# and B# are 
E + 2y/5-congruent under R. There is a point b” E B” within distance E + 2y/5 of 
R(aL,), and R(a&) is within distance y/5 of a point p E P, yielding 
dist(b”,p) d E + 3~15. This point p is in P” by the definition of P”. Because all points of 
A# lie inside Olar, the distance between R(a#) and Rat,Ja#) is less than y/5 for all 
a# E A#. Therefore R,,, enables E + 3y/5-congruence for A# and B#. This is sum- 
marized below. 
Lemma 9. If A and B are E-congruent by a rotation with center d, then there is a point 
b” E B” and a point p E P” with dist(p, b”) d E + 3y/5 such that RaFaC, enables approxim- 
ate congruence with tolerance E + 3y/5 for A# and B#. 
Lemmas 8 and 9 are the rotation analogues of Lemmas 5 and 4 from the translation 
section. It follows that an identical algorithm for &-congruence exists for rotation, the 
only difference being the set of candidates. The resulting (y, y)-approximate algorithm 
of Table 4 differs from the one given for translations in Table 2 only in line 2. 
To test a candidate rotation R aFa,p for p-congruence, we compute a max-flow for the 
network Gc#omp(RaFa,p, ,u, A#, B#). Of course, the options for computing a max-flow on 
Gc#omp(RaF2,p, p  A#, B#) are the same as we encountered in the translation case. The 
time-complexities of the rotation algorithms vary only on account of the size of the 
candidate set. A given point b” E B” is within distance E + 3y/5 of only O(E/~) points 
p E P, which means that (CC? 1 = O(nsly). Employing [S] we get the following. 
Table 4 
(y, y)-Approximate algorithm for s-congruence by rotations 
1 Compute A# and B# from A and B; 
2 +? = {JL;,&J E P”); 
3 possible = false; 
4 for all I E V 
5 do if I leads to (E - 2y/S)-congruence of A# and B* 
6 then return YES fi; 
I if Z leads to (E + 3y/5)-congruence of A’ and Br 
8 then possible = true fi od; 
9 if possible 
10 then return DO NOT KNOW 
11 else return NO fi. 
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Table 5 
Time-bounds for the (y, y)-approximate algorithms under fixed center 
rotations 
graph 
G,*,,, 
G” 
total time 
O(n’.5 min (ne, 6) 2/y3) 
W + (~/Y)~(~/Y)’ log (WY)) 
range 
n = 0((6/y)*‘~(log (Spi))“‘) 
n = ~((Wr)s’” (log (Uy))2’3 1 
Theorem 3. E-congruence of two point sets of cardinality n under rotations with a$xed 
center can be decided by a (y, y)-approximate algorithm in time 0(n2.5(&/y)3). 
Alternate bounds are attainable if we note that 192 1can be expressed as 0(6/y), since 
the circumference of 0 rar is O(6) and the candidate points are spaced O(y) apart. The 
bound on the method based on [8] can be rephrased as O(n1.5 min(ne, 6).s2/y3). The 
Sleator-Tarjan method [23,24] yields O(n + (S/v)” (q’y)’ log (6/y)). The results are 
summarized in Table 5. The comparative ranges of the algorithms have been derived, 
keeping in mind that B/E < (S/y)8i3(log (S/y))“‘3, because y < E. 
Another time-bound can be obtained by using (VI = O(n&/y) with the 
Sleator-Tarjan method, but it can be shown that it is dominated by the above bounds. 
5. General case 
As is noted in [2], a decision algorithm for approximate congruence enabled by 
rigid motions, i.e., isometries without reflection, is sufficient to decide approximate 
congruence enabled by an arbitrary isometry: one merely tests A and B as well as 
A and B’ for approximate congruence under a rigid motion, where B’ is the image of 
B under some arbitrarily chosen reflection. For approximate congruence enabled by 
rigid motions, the best-known complete decision algorithm [2] has running time 
O(n’). The time bound is asymptotically tight, i.e., the running time is Q(n8) in the 
worst case, as we shall see in the next section. So approximate decision algorithms are 
particularly interesting in this case. In [22] a (y, y)-approximate algorithm with 
running time 0(n4(&/y)2) has been presented. In this section we show that any 
(y, y)-approximate algorithm for rotation with a fixed center can be converted to 
a (y, y)-approximate algorithm for rigid motion (and therefore to one for general 
isometry) with an additional factor of (~/y)~ appearing in the time bound. As a result, 
we are able to improve upon the bound of [22], with an algorithm for general 
isometry with time complexity O(n2.s(s/y)5). For dense data, we have algorithms with 
bounds 0(n’.5(6/y)(e/y)4) and O(n + (B/Y)~ (~/y)~ log (6/y)). The algorithms are based on 
Lemma 10. Let J be a rigid motion and 1 a labeling that enable approximate congruence 
with tolerance pfor A and B. Let TCIJC,,j be the translation that maps c, onto J(c*). Then 
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there is a rotation R with center J(cA) such that R and 1 enable approximate congruence 
with tolerance p for TC,JCC,, (A) and B. 
Proof. Every rigid motion can be composed of a rotation around an arbitrary center 
and a suitable translation [lS]. 0 
The previous lemma immediately gives 
Lemma 11. Let J be a rigid motion and 1 a labeling that enable approximate congruence 
with tolerance p for A and B. Let d be an arbitrary point. Let TcAd be the translation that 
maps cA onto d. There is a rotation centered at d such that R and 1 enable approximate 
congruence with tolerance p + dist (d, J(cA)) for T,“,(A) and B. 
Let JoPt be a rigid motion and 1 a labelling which enable s-congruence for A and B. 
By Lemma 1, JOPt maps cA into the s-neighborhood of cg. The algorithm in Table 6 
inspects rotation centers in the s-neighborhood of cs and uses an (a, /3)-approximate 
algorithm for testing approximate congruence under fixed center rotations. The set of 
rotation centers is chosen such that for each point in the s-neighborhood of cs there is 
rotation center within distance v. 
Lemma 12. The algorithm in Table 6 is an (a + v,fi + v)-approximate algorithm for 
approximate congruence under rigid motions. 
Proof. First we prove the correctness of the algorithm. If 54?( T,“,(A), B, g, E) returns 
YES for some g then A and B are s-congruent, too. If 9I?( T,,,(A), B, g, E + v) returns 
NO for all g E L then A and B cannot be s-congruent by Lemma 11. 
Next we show that the algorithm is (CI + v, p + v)-approximate. Let E < 
&(A, B) - (a + v). For all g E L we have ~ti~t(T,,~(A), B) 3 &(A, B). Hence 
&+V<& $W&4, B) - f c( or all g. So %‘(TCAg(A), B,g, E + v) returns NO for all 
Table 6 
(a + v, p + v)-Approximate algorithm for s-congruence by rigid motions 
1 Let %?(A, B, c, E) be an (a, /3)-approximate algorithm for approximate congruence with tolerance E for 
point sets A and B under rotations with fixed center c; 
2 Choose a set L of points such that each point in the s-neighborhood of cB has distant at most v to its 
nearest point in L; 
3 possible = false; 
4 for all g E L 
5 do if W(T&4), B, g, E) returns YES 
6 then return YES Ii; 
7 if s%(T+~(A), B, g, E + v) returns YES or DO NOT KNOW 
8 then possible = true Ii od: 
9 if possible 
10 then return DO NOT KNOW 
11 else return NO fi. 
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g because it is (a, .)-approximate. Now let E > s&,(4, B) + /I + v. There is a g E L such 
that st$(T,JA),B) d &,(A, B) + v by Lemma 1 and Lemma 11. Therefore 
E > E~&(T,~,(A), B) + /I and &?(T,“,(A), B,g,s) returns YES for this g because it is 
(. , /?)-approximate. Hence the algorithm in Table 6 is (c( + v, p + v)-approximate 
because W is (c(, &-approximate. 0 
The run-time of the algorithm is 0( ( L 1. run-time of algorithm 9). L can be chosen 
such that 1 L( = O((E/V)‘). By choosing o! = /I = v = y/2 and using the rotation algo- 
rithms of the previous section, we get (y, y)-approximate algorithms for approximate 
congruence under rigid motions and therefore for approximate congruence under 
general isometries, also. 
Theorem 4. There is a (y, y)-approximate algorithm for approximate congruence enabled 
by a general isometry with running time O(n’.‘(~/y)~). Let 6 = max(diam(A), diam(B)). 
There are (y, y)-approximate algorithms for approximate congruence enabled by a gen- 
eral isometry with running time 0(n’.5min(ns,6)..s4/y5) and O(n + (a/~)~ (~/y)~ 
1% (WY)). 
In the last time-bound of the above theorem, the term n has not been multiplied by 
(s/y)‘, since n appears only as a result of the preprocessing step of constructing A” and 
B” from A and B. 
6. Lower hound on the worst case running time of the decision algorithm of Alt et al. 
We want to show that the algorithm of Alt et al. [2] for deciding s-congruence of 
two sets A = {a1 ,... ,a,,} and B = {b,, . . . . b,} of n points in the plane enabled by 
a rigid motion has worst case running time @(n8). We start with a brief description of 
the algorithm. 
If there is a rigid motion that enables s-congruence, then there is a rigid motion that 
enables s-congruence and maps ai and aj onto circles Ck and Cl with radius E and 
center bk and bl resp. for some i,j, k, 1 E { 1, . . . , n}. In the algorithm of [2] such an 
isometry is searched for among all combinations of i,j, k, and 1. Let i, j, k, 1 be fixed. If ai 
and aj are simultaneously moved on Ck and CI resp., the other points of A move on 
algebraic curves [2,21] which possibly intersect the circles with radius E centered at 
the points in B. If the motion of ai and aj on Ck and Cl is parametrized we get a set 
I m,p of parameter values for each pair (m, p) E { 1, . . . , n}’ such that a, has distance at 
most E to b, for the parameter values in I,,,. Each I,,, consists of 0 (1) intervals. The 
endpoints of these intervals are sorted and the isometric mappings corresponding to 
these parameter values are tested for enabling s-congruence. For the test whether rigid 
motion J enables approximate congruence with tolerance E, a maximum matching in 
GJ = (U u V, E,) is computed, where U = {ur, . . . , u,} represents the points in 
A, V= (Vi, . . . , u,,} represents the points in B, and EJ = {(u,, q} I dist(J(a,), b,) < E}. 
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Fig. 3. n/4 points are in D1, D,, D,, D,, El, E,; n/8 points are in E,; and 348 points are in E,. The large 
circles are c-balls centered at the midpoints of E,. 
At first the graph and a maximum matching are computed for the isometry corres- 
ponding to the smallest parameter value. The graph and maximum matching for the 
other isometries are computed one by one, according to increasing parameter values, 
using the graph and maximum matching of the preceeding isometry. The maximum 
matching is updated by a depth first search for an augmenting path in the residual 
graph started in the unmatched nodes. The algorithm stops if a perfect matching has 
been found. 
For a lower bound on the worst case running time of this algorithm consider Fig. 3. 
Let n/4 of the points of B be in the circles D1, . . . , D, each. n/4 of the points of A are in 
El and E2 each. Furthermore n/8 points are in E3 and 3n/8 points are in Eq. We 
assume that the points are in general position, i.e. all distances between different point 
pairs are different. Since A and B are not s-congruent, all combinations of i,j, k, 1 are 
taken into consideration. We concentrate on those Q(n4) combinations where ai is in 
D1, aj in D, , b, in El, and b, in E,. When ai and aj are moved on Ck and C, resp., each 
point of A which is in D3 moves into the s-neighborhood of each point of B which is in 
E3. Consider the !2(n2) interval endpoints corresponding to these events. At each such 
event a new edge, say {u,., u,,}, is added to the present graph, where u, corresponds to 
a point in D3 and uY corresponds to a point in E3. The n/8 nodes corresponding to the 
points in E3 and the n/4 nodes corresponding to the points in D4 form a complete 
bipartite subgraph. Since we maintain a maximum matching, all nodes corresponding 
to the points in E3 are already matched, when the new edge is added. Furthermore, the 
set of nodes reachable from U, and v, is contained in the set of nodes corresponding to 
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the points in D, u D4 u Es. Hence the new edge cannot give rise to an augmenting 
path. Since Q(n) of the nodes corresponding to the points in D4 are unmatched, and 
each of these nodes has n(n) incident edges, depth first search takes time Q(n’). Since 
there are Q(n4) such events for each of the Q(n”) combinations, the overall running 
time is Q(n”). Alt et al. have shown that the running time is O(n’), so the worst case 
running time is O(n’). 
The example above is a good example for the utility of our approximate decision 
algorithms in Table 4 and Table 6. Started with y = s/4 and v = ~14, we get a NO 
answer in time O(n’,5): The points in A and B are moved to at most 32 different 
points. A’, B# , A”, B” can be computed in time O(n log n). There are O(1) grid points 
in the neighborhood of the centroid of B. For each such grid point, the number of 
graphs considered in the fixed center rotation algorithm is O(1). Each of these graphs 
is of size O(n) and can be computed in time O(n). Thus a max-flow can be computed in 
time O(n&). So in this extreme example we have a speedup of n6.’ compared to the 
complete decision algorithm of Alt et al. 
7. Conclusion 
In this paper we have addressed the question of testing whether two equal- 
cardinality point sets are &-congruent, under the general L, metric and a specified class 
of isometries. Our algorithms are (y, y)-approximate, which means that, for any 
E$[E,#, B) - y, E,~~(A, B) + y], they correctly answer a query, and for E E [E~~,(A, 
B) - y, E,_,~(A, B) + y], they either answer correctly or choose not to answer. Our 
presentation culminated with an algorithm for the case where an arbitrary isometry 
may be performed on one of the sets, but we also obtained more efficient algorithms 
for the special cases of the isometry restricted to a translation only or a rotation only. 
In each case we also gave an algorithm with running time dependent on S/y and linear 
in n in the worst-case, implying that these (y, y)-approximate algorithms are especially 
efficient on dense data. 
A primary strength of a (y, y)-approximate algorithm is that an incorrect answer is 
never returned. Algorithms that work with perturbed data must have some impreci- 
sion, but our algorithms have the attractive feature of being prudent enough not to 
answer when the query is too difficult. The imprecision inherent in a (y, y)-approxim- 
ate algorithm is exhibited in the indecision interval, [E,~~(A, B) - y, E~~,(A, B) + y]. 
Another attraction of the (y, y)-approximate algorithms presented in this paper is 
that the user is offered a trade-off between precision and run-time. We mention 
a manner whereby this trade-off can be used to remove the indecision of an approxim- 
ate decision algorithm. If we wish to test for &-congruence (for any isometry class) for 
a given value E, we likely will first choose to execute our algorithm with a relatively 
large value of y, since for each of our algorithms, the run-time is inversely propor- 
tional to an exponent of y. If E lies in the indecision interval [E,~~(A, B) 
- y, E,,~~(A, B) + y], then we may discover that our choice of y was too large, for we 
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may not be given an answer. If we alternate setting y c y/2 and repeating the test until 
receiving an answer, the cost of our procedure will be dominated by the final test. The 
effect of our approach is that the total run-time is within a constant factor of a single 
test which chooses for y the “optimal” choice of 1 cop,(A, B) - E I. This means that we 
can replace y by K, = 1 E,~,(A, B) - E 1 in the time bounds of our algorithms, and in the 
process obtain complete, not approximate, algorithms: 
Theorem 5. There exist decision algorithms for testing E-congruence under transla- 
tion with time-complexity 0(n’.5(&/K,)4), under rotation with time-complexity 
O(n2.5(&/K,)3), and under general isometry with time-complexity O(n2.5(e/K,)5) (we can 
give alternate bounds for rotation and general isometry in the case of dense data). Here, 
K, = I ~&4 B) - E I. 
These new expressions agree with our intuition, since we believe that testing for 
e-congruence should be harder when E is close to E~~~(_AI, B). We can also adapt our 
methods to estimate sop, (A, B) through a search procedure, where the tolerance of the 
estimate replaces y in the time bound of the algorithm. 
Known decision algorithms for s-congruence are expensive, and therefore unsuit- 
able for many applications. Our response to this situation has been to develop 
approximate decision algorithms, which enjoy substantially improved time bounds by 
perturbing the point sets in order to impose degenerate structure. Our algorithms 
never return an incorrect answer, and have bounds on the query values for which they 
can choose to give no answer. We feel that this combination of speed, correctness, and 
bounded imprecision characterizes our methods as practical algorithms for point 
matching. 
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